TO: The Faculty of the College of Engineering
FROM: The School of Aeronautics and Astronautics
RE: Deletion of AAE 37200

The faculty of the School of Aeronautics and Astronautics have approved the deletion of AAE 37200. This action is now submitted to the Engineering Faculty with a recommendation for approval.

AAE 37200 Jet Propulsion Power Plants
Sem. Fall, Spring; Cr 3; Lecture 3
Pre-requisites: AAE 33400 Minimum Grade of D- (may be taken concurrently) and ME 20000 Minimum Grade D-, AAE 20000 Minimum Grade of S

Reason:
AAE 37200 has been replaced with AAE 43800 with new pre-requisites and a new course number to indicate it is oriented to seniors and complementary to AAE 43900 Rocket Propulsion.

[Signature]
Tom Shih, J. William Uhrig and Anastasia Vournas Head and Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
School of Aeronautics and Astronautics